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I spent most of Mey 7, 1951 in the Applied Fisheries Laboratory at the 
Univerdty of Viashington at Seattle. The annual support for~s 
Laboratory from the Division of Biology and Medicine is $90,000 and 
they have a five yea.r centre.ct which ha::: been ren~'Wed throug!l 1955. 
Attached is an outline of the Laboratory activities as of December 1950 

~ and a list of personnel. One v1ill note that their work is d'i'Vided into °' (1) basic research on fish and plankta (2) Bikini and Eni~ve:t..ok surveys 
...i """ ~ (3) Colurnbia River contamine ti on problems. In parts 2 and ,,. the Applied 

__ ..... ..- ~~ ~ ,:a Fisheries Laboratory hs.s rendered the Atomic Energy Commission very sub-
o o ""·< G stantial infornation. Dr. DonalGson, concerned with the future work of 
UJ-! o.... 1i Q ", \JI '1 ~ ~ the Laboratory, has asked the Division of Biology and Medicine for a 
~ g ~ l ~ statement of our plans for further utilization of the Applied Fisheries 
...: u.. . Q Laboratory. This request seems justified in view of the following facts. 
oo ' ~ p t z tl ~ ersonnel of he Applied .fisheries Laboratory were not utilized in 
g ~ "] .~ ~ Operation Greenhouse. No survey in the Pacific was made in 1950 nor at 
~ 5 ~iii~·~ this time is any contemplated in 1951. Survey work on radioactivity in 
~ ~ 4 fa v ~ the Columbic. River novr consists mainly of consultation to the Hanford 
{/}-"' ~ "' ,n ~ <tJ~ , ->,.group. Dr. Donaldson reports considerable dissatisfact:'...on amongst his 
5 >- u; ~ \; "IQ staff who are specie.lists in various fields dealing with Pacific fish and 
u Ill ta: flora. This summer Dr. Donaldson needs to ascertain whether further sur-

veys in the Pacific are expected, or whether the activity of his staff 
should be re-directed. 

Dr. Donaldson himself believes that there should be a survey of both 
B:i:kini and Eniwetok in the summer-· of 1951. If it is the intention of 
the Atomic Energy Commission to use the Eniwetok area for future tests, 
it is the opinion of the Applied I<'isheries Laboratory staff that the 
natives should be returned to the Bikini area a.fter another survey. I 
asked Dr. Donaldson what justification there was for another survey of 
these areas in view of the fact that previous reports had indicated no 
substantial danger or damage had resulted from previous tests. His 
answer to this is that they are not only interested in radioactive damage 
in these areas, but that theyl'E.Ye accumulated a large amount of know-
ledge on vs.rious species of fish and plant life in and around these islands 
which from a purely scientific vie'l'lpoint should be pursued. In addition, 
they would be interested in fallout on the down-wind islands at Eniwetok 
from the shots during Operations Greenhouse. 

In the above respect, I have received letters from Dr. Sparrow at 
Brookhav~ and Dr. Biddulph at Washington State College requesting 
samples of tumorous growth from plants exposed to radioactivity from the 
Greenhouse tests. Dr. Sparrow has observed this growth in experiments 
with ga.'lllila rcdiation, and Dr. Biddulphras reported a collection of such 
samples from plants at Bikini. Dr. Biddulph's collection of tumorous 
material in recent surveys of the islands is impressive and he has been 
studying their morphological characteristics. 
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I suggest that a meeting be held in Washington in June of 1951 with 
Dr. Warren and Dr. Donaldson to indicate to Dr. Donaldson approximately 
what the plans of this Division are for utilization of the Applied 
Fisheries Laboratory. If a follow-up survey of Eniwetok is to be made, 
Dr. Donaldson would like to do so in August of 1951. Dr. DonalC.son had. 
been asked by the Navy to head up a biological survey for a proposed ex
periment in the .Aleutian Islands. Donaldson's group might well be used in. 
some way in future tests. 

Dr. O. Biddulph of Washington State College has been in the past the 
botanist who has accompanied Dr. Donalason's group. He is quite 
interested in the tumorous growth in plants on the shot islands and 
would like to have more samples collected. This is best done about one 
year after a shot. Both Dr. Biddulph and Dr. Donaldson stressed that 
their previous work did not include any data on the uptake of radio
activity in plr.nts and fish immediately after a shot, such as the amount 
of radioactive calcium uptake which in turn may produce the tumorous 
growth noted later. They feel that this early data should be obtained to 
complete their story. 

Dr. Sturges of the Hanford Operations Office discussed the fact that they 
rely upon Dr. Donaldson to collaborate with them on their Columbia River 
Project and. that his corrL~ents are respected by conservation and sporting 
organizations in the Pacific Northwest. 


